
Crystal Class Notes  -  Topic “Selecting a Crystal”

Type 

Clear quartz is universally resonant

Colored crystals for specific function 

Synthetic, cultured or lab grown crystals

Jen Han:
“The core holographic structure of quartz, the purest material in the universe, is based on the same core
fractal formula than water, and both are inter-dimensional bridges.

Crystals can store data just as water does, because constructed on the same fractal core formula, but 
crystals have way more capacities. Of course, they are the most elaborate state of matter. So elaborate 
that it naturally embeds consciousness.

A crystal is a bridge because it exists in all dimensions at a time.

Natural uncut crystals work when they are not altered, what I mean is no breaks and cracks in the 
angles. It must be complete. We visited an Altean craft recently, that is why I am visiting this star 
system, to learn more about their terraforming science, and the way they use crystals in their ships, 
notably. The walls in the common areas are made with natural crystals but these are impeccable, with 
unaltered angles. Otherwise they wouldn't bridge the densities.”

Region 

Brazil, Himalayan, Arkansas, Madagascar, China, Russia, France    

During WWII quartz was mined from Brazil due to it’s electronic grade high piezoelectric quality.

Intuition

Your inner guidance will lead you to selecting a crystal which resonates with you

Form 

Natural point or Vogel type   - “Vogel cut” vs “Vogel inspired”

Question: Are the Vogel cut crystals significantly more powerful than a natural single quartz crystal 
points for doing this work?



Jen Han:
“Oh yes they are, if it is cut rightly. In perfect alignment with the grid of the lattice.
Natural raw quartz are of course effective, but the Vogel cut as you name them are a more surgical tool 
to operate into the fabric of space-time and universal consciousness.” 

Cost

Natural Raw Quartz point
Prices of a natural raw single pointed crystal can range start around $5 and are relatively inexpensive.   
This would be the minimal affordable tool to use with the element of quartz.   

“Vogel Cut” quartz crystal
Cutters that are trained in the exacting specifications given by Marcel Vogel are considerably more 
expensive due to the strict adherence to assuring the correct alignment of the c-axis and the correct 
termination angles as well as the intention put into the creation of a Vogel cut crystal.  These crystals 
can range in the several hundred to thousands of dollars in cost.

“Vogel Inspired” quartz crystal
Cutters that have been given the specifications by Marcel Vogel but are not specifically trained can 
produce a much more affordable option.    The requirements of axis alignments and termination angles 
can possibly vary as they are artisans, but there is a high probability that they will be correct or very 
close to these requirements and can offer an effective tool at an affordable price.   These can range from
around $150 up to a few hundred dollars depending on size and clarity.

Clarity 

Note that early Vogel crystals that worked were not inclusion free

Quartz inclusions are permissible but not other elements 

Response from Jen Han regarding a question regarding an inclusion:
“Is this a quartz inclusion? So it has the same frequency as the host crystal and it doesn't disturb the 
flux. If it was a different material it would be annoying. But it doesn't seem it is. Also, it is not 
anywhere near the vortex zone so I think your crystal is good, Dan”

So quartz inclusions are acceptable except in the vortex zone of a 6 sided Vogel/Eredyon crystal



Size   

Capacity          Common sizes 4.25 to 6 inches in length

How many of sides?

Comparing a 16 and 6 sided Vogel crystal

A question of how many sides on a Vogel Crystal ?

I remember Marcel saying this to me about the number of sides which I found concurred with what 
Marcel said...

"Marcel maintained that the 4, 6, 8 , and 12-sided healing crystals were the complete set of healing 
instruments. He focused primarily on the 4, 6, and 8. Anything beyond this was of little value for this 
form of service. I once showed him a 24 sided crystal and he said it was very nice work but was 
primarily an "ego" crystal. By this he meant that it satisfied one's need for more and bigger. An 
exception would be for the purpose of channeling or subjective communication. Still, individuals 
gravitate to whatever their intuition guides them for their particular needs. When a crystal becomes too 
highly faceted in the "Vogel" pattern the energetic spin is reduced and the result is often less rather than
more. Some crystals are so multi faceted that they are virtually cylinders. Still, the geometric patterning
of these crystal has an effect, but the information described here regarding Marcel Vogel's research and 
treatment protocol does not necessarily apply to crystals over 14 sides."



What I find interesting is that in communication with Jen Han Eredyon through Elena Danaan, Jen Han
matches much of what Marcel originally expressed above and expanded it even further when I asked 
this question about the number of sides...

Dan Willis:
Does increasing the number of facets of a multi-faceted Vogel crystal yield greater amplification as Dr 
Marcel Vogel assumed?

Jen Han Eredyon:
"No. It will magnify the healing power by radiance, the crystals that are multifaceted to an extreme are 
transmitting life energy by radiance but they are not the most effective when opening the eye of the 
crystal, because the dynamics is lost. You need to respect the structure of the lattice, and always cut in 
perfect ratio with its hexagonal core structure. The efficient shape of these crystals do not only concern 
the correct degree of the two pyramidal extremities, but as well the lateral ratio: the facets. Everything 
must be in harmony with the core lattice. Vertically, and laterally.

Every crystal work for healing, whatever the shape, because quartz does what quartz does: it realigns 
the atoms in an ordered state of matter, then transcends it. When you use a quartz that is cut following 
its lattice, it becomes a precise, powerful surgical tool. 

As I said previously, the 6 sided ones are the most efficient for most of the work. A greater number of 
sides works for healing only, because it is not about the shape anymore, but about the very nature of 
quartz. That is why I previously told you that the Vogel cut crystals were more efficient at 6 sides, for 
everything, but the greater number of sides only work for healing. And clairvoyance as well. Not 
because its shape anymore, but because of the properties of quartz. It will always be better than raw 
quartz, but when there are so many sides that it becomes a faceted cylinder, there is no point.

It is not worth investing more currency (money) into a greatly faceted crystal, a 4, 6, 8 and 12 matter. 
The more efficient is 6 sided. You will always have a more powerful effect when the crystal is cut 
following the C-axis, but it is best using the numbers I gave you.

Too much facets lose the focus of the beam, the lattice of the crystal is too much interfered in its 
dynamics. As I was saying, they are healer crystals, but compared to a near-cylindrical shape dynamics.
The more it tends towards it, it loses its power. 4, 6, 8 and 12, even 24, works. Afterwards, the vortex 
effect decreases."

______________________________________________________________________________

Conclusion regarding the number of sides:

So according to both Dr Marcel Vogel and Jen Han Eredyon...

For a “healing crystal” 4, 6, 8 and 12 sides works.    

Marcel believed that the energetic vortex spin reduced above 14 sides
Jen Han stated that the energetic vortex spin reduced above 24 sides.

For both a healing crystal and for opening the “eye of the crystal” Jen Han said that the 6 sided that is 
cut in respect to the hexagonal core structure of the crystal is the most efficient for doing everything.



The Vogel/Eredyon specification crystal

Meets all Vogel requirements but has additional requirements

Important to have no inclusions in vortex area

The “Eye of the crystal”

The crystal cutting specification that matches what Dr Marcel Vogel originally specified has been given
additional requirements by Jen Han Eredyon that is according to Pleiadian science that is thousands of 
years in advance from our knowledge on our planet Terra. These specific requirements do not detract in
any way from what Marcel was originally inspired from a vision, but rather confirms his research 
findings and adds an additional requirement for correctly forming a six sided crystal in respect to the 
hexagonal lattice structure to allow for optimal effectiveness of this powerful tool. 

Elena and I have no financial interest in the selling of crystals, but recommend a company "Crystal 
Light and Sound" who is having their Vogel crystal cutters following these specifications for the 6 
sided Vogels given by Jen Han Eredyon starting at around $150 on up.  A link can be found on 
MarcelVogel.org

Cutting the crystal in alignment with the hexagonal core of the crystal

Crystal must be cut so that the tips of both terminations are in perfect alignment with the C-axis 
(growth axis) of the crystal



Angular Resonance with the tetrahedral fractal geometry of the matrix of the universe

52 and 60 degree terminations

51.843 degree transponder receiving end  (rounded to 52)

 
60.000 degree emitter sending end

Why 60 degree angle?

"It is because the sender angle must be in resonance with the geometry of the holographic matrix that is
the receiver." 

“Tetrahedral geometry is one of the main frequency keys used to build worlds and life-forms. 
Tetrahedral fractal geometry is the secret of the universe. “


